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1 Scope 
This document covers version 2.4 of SmartConnector – the Windows service middleware framework 

developed by Schneider Electric Buildings Labs.  Extensions written using this and any earlier revision are 

not covered in this document.  For information on version management in developing extensions refer 

to the SmartConnector Developers Guide. 

2 Revision History 

Date Author Revision Changes Made 
08/10/2018 JMB 1 Initial release 
08/16/2018 JMB 2 2.4.7 Edits 
10/18/2018 JMB 3 2.4.8 Edits 

10/22/2018 JMB 4 2.4.9 Edits 
01/02/2019 JMB 5 2.4.17 Edits 

3 Minimum Backwards Compatible Version 

Date Author 
Current 
Version 

Minimum Compatible Version 

08/10/2018 JMB 2.4.17 2.1.113 

4 New Functionality 
Notable additions to the SmartConnector framework and Extension development are numerated here. 

4.1 VisibleWhen Attribute 
A new configuration parameter attribute has been made available that allows developers more control 

over the UI than what has been available in the past. Found in the 

Mongoose.Common.Attributes namespace.  A Processor/Endpoint author can decorate any 

configurable property with the VisibleWhen attribute.  This attribute specifies a property and an array of 

values that the value of property must be for this property to be visible to the user while viewing the 

configuration in the portal. A configuration property can be decorated with multiple VisibleWhen 

attributes. Doing so will result in a logical OR for determining visibility.  

4.2 Backwards Compatibility Support 
Previously, when updating a runtime installation to a new Smart Connector version, all extensions that 

were written, including Processors, EWS Servers, and REST Endpoints would no longer work after the 

update. The extension author would need to rebuild the extension with updated NuGet packages and 

redeploy the extension for the processor to work as expected. New in 2.4 is minimal backwards 

compatibility support. This means, that backwards compatibility will be maintained to a known version. 

If this version changes, it will be announced and noted here in the release notes.  
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4.3 AlarmSourceName property was added to AlarmEvents for all REST Providers. 
In EWS when retrieving alarm events, there is a property called ‘SourceName’ that indicates the name of 

the source (typically the Alarm Object’s name.) This property was not previously modeled as part of the 

AlarmEvent model in the EWS RESTful gateway. Because, it has been shown that in many cases the 

SourceName cannot be obtained from the AlarmId of the Alarm Event, the property ‘AlarmSourceName’ 

has been added to fill this gap.  

This addition will not result in any issues with backwards compatibility issues, but if you want to 

consume it you will need add support in your API client. This feature was implemented in 2.4.8.  

5 Modified Functionality 
Notable modifications to the SmartConnector framework and Extension development are numerated 

here. 

5.1 In Memory Cache 
To support the new In Memory Cache viewer, the AddOrUpdateItem and Retrieve methods 

have been augmented to include a new method parameter called ‘isVisibleInViewer’. This is a bool that 

determines whether or not the item added will show up in the In Memory Cache viewer in the portal. 

This defaults to ‘true’. 

This is not a breaking change, but if you have a previously written extension where the In Memory Cache 

is used, and you don’t want the values to be displayed in the viewer, you will need to update the 

methods to make sure that ‘isVisibleInViewer’ is set to false.  

5.2 CspClient 

The CspClient class has been updated to support EBO 2.0. This also means that the SboEwsRestProvider 

will now support EBO 2.0 as well. 

5.3 SboEwsRestProvider 
A new property called ‘Search In Subservers’ has been added to the HttpConfiguration. This Boolean 

property indicates whether or not searches will search just the parent server (typically an ES) or both the 

parent and children servers. This property was added because searching in subservers can be a time 

consuming task, which means these requests will generally take longer.  

In order for this property to be displayed on updated versions of Smart Connector. You must recreate 

your SboEwsRestProvider configuration. 

This feature is new to version 2.4.7. 

5.4 SubscriptionReader 
A new property called ‘FailedSubscribedItems’ has been added to the SubscriptionReader class. This List 

of (string ewsId, string failedReason) contains a list of failed subscribed items when a new subscription is 
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created and the reason of failure for each EWS Id that failed. This can be used to report back to the user 

that a subscription is failing for some reasons. 

The ‘CachedSubscribedItems’ property was changed from Private to Public. Now it is possible to get the 

list of subscribed items for a given subscription at any time, not only when the actual subscription was 

created. 

These features are new to version 2.4.9. 

5.5 SoapEwsRestProvider and SboEwsRestProvider 

The SoapEwsRestProvider and SboEwsRestProviders will fall back to use EWS GetValues when using the 

POST /Subscription/Create and POST /Notifications/Create methods instead of EWS Subscribe and EWS 

GetNotifications when EWS Subscribe is not a valid method for the backing EWS server. This means that 

the SoapEwsRestProvider and the SboEwsRestProvider are now compatible with EWS 1.1 and EWS 1.2 

based servers. (e.g. PME, and EBO respectively) 

This feature is new to version 2.4.9. 

5.6 Smart Connector Service will now run as a 64-bit service on 64-bit Windows systems. 

While Smart Connector was always intended to be able to run on both 32-bit and 64-bit windows 

system. Because of the way built, it would only ever run as a 32-bit process. The Smart Connector 

Service (Mongoose.Service.exe). Will now run as a 64-bit process on 64-bit Windows systems, while still 

being able to be run as a 32-bit process on 32-bit only Windows systems. 

This feature is new to version 2.4.17. 

5.7 It is now possible to add a custom EWS Alarm Event time using the 

EwsServerDataAdapater. 
Previously when using the EwsServerDataAdapter to create and modify alarm events, the Occurrence 

Time and Transition Time were automatically set to that of the current time of the Smart Connector PC. 

This made keeping alarm times in sync between third party systems much more difficult that it needed 

to be. A new overload taking in a DateTime has been added for each of the methods that modify alarm 

state in the EwsServerDataAdapater, to allow to make this scenario easier to accomplish.  

This feature is new to version 2.4.17. 

5.8 Machine thumbprint can not be created with any valid network card and work no 

matter the active adapter. 
Previously a machine thumbprint was only valid when the current active network card matched the 

thumbprint of the installed license. This caused problems with machines that would change network 

cards (e.g. wireless to wired to no active at all). Where the user would need to have multiple licenses 

installed (one for each active adapter). This license validator will now check all installed network cards 

on a machine to see if any match the thumbprint before failing license validation.  
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This feature is new to version 2.4.17. 

6 Portal Updates and Changes 
Notable updates and changes to the SmartConnector Portal are enumerated here.   See SmartConnector 

Installation and Configuration Guide for more details. 

6.1 In  Memory Cache Viewer 

A new page has been added that will show the contents on the In Memory Cache built into the Smart 

Connector framework. This will allow users to create, read, update, and delete items in the In Memory 

Cache. 

Items that show up in the In Memory Cache viewer are determined when the developer adds the item 

to the cache. They can opt-out if there is sensitive information that they do not want users to see.  

7 Deprecations 
Notable deprecations to the SmartConnector framework and Extension development are numerated 

here. 

There were no deprecations in this released version of Smart Connector. 

8 Known Issues Addressed 
The following prior known issues have been resolved in this release of SmartConnector.   

8.1 SubscriptionReader fails when trying to read the same data twice in a row. 
When using the SubscriptionReader to read subscriptions, reading a subscription multiple times without 

first reinstantiating the subscription reader class resulted in an exception.  

8.2 AlarmItemReader Fails if there is no AlarmTypesFilter passed into it.. 

When using the AlarmItemReader class to read alarms, if no AlarmTypesFilter was passed into the class 

and an alarm read was attempted an exception would be generated.  

8.3 Using the EwsServerDataAdapter to delete notifications from a single subscription 

results in all notifications for all subscriptions being deleted. 
When using the DeleteNotifications() methods in the EwsServerDataAdapter, the internal mechanism 

was not taking into account the Subscription that was being passed in, and all notifications except for 

the current active one on the passed in Subscription were deleted. 
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8.4 Modifying a ContainerItem with the EwsServerDataAdapter with a null parent resulted 

in an error 

Modifying a ContainerItem with the EwsServerDataAdapter with a null parent results in an null 

reference exception error. This bug was introduced due to changes in 2.4. 

This was addressed in 2.4.7. 

8.5 Using the SboEwsRestProvider sending a GET request that returned lists of objects, did 

not return objects that were in child servers. 

When using the SboEwsRestProvider, it was noticed for example when a GET /Values request was sent 

to a server, only value objects from the parent server (typically an ES) were returned in the response.  

This was addressed in 2.4.7.  See the ‘SboEwsRestProvider’ section under ‘Modified Functionality’ above 

for more details about how this was addressed. 

8.6 Using the SoapEwsRestProvider or SboEwsRestProvider GET /TrendSamples 

performance, will slowly get worse over time for any specific trend log and potentially 

lead to other issues. 

When using the Soap and Sbo EwsRestProvider, it was noticed for that when a ton of trend log samples 

were received from the endpoint, that the performance becomes slow and sometimes requests to trend 

logs stop working all together. 

This was addressed in 2.4.8.  

8.7 Auto-Updating pages in the Portal that have paging always redirects back to page one. 
On pages in the portal that will periodically update automatically (Status page, processors page etc..), it 

was noticed that when a user tries to goes to any other page of values besides the first, it  would 

automatically redirect back to the first page almost instantly.  

This was addressed in 2.4.8.  

8.8 Sometimes Acknowledgeable Alarm Events are reporting as not acknowledgeable by 

the Smart Connector EWS Server. 

In certain but rare cases, it was possible for the Smart Connector EWS Server to report an 

acknowledgeable alarm as being not acknowledgeable. This was because of the way the Entity 

framework was formatting SQL request that it was sending to the database.  

This was addressed in 2.4.16.  

8.9 VisibleWhen attribute did not work for Lists. 
When using the VisibleWhen attribute on a List property, it was ignored and was always visible.  

This was addressed in 2.4.17.  
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8.10 Reference types must always be instantiated in a constructor of their classes 
When adding a class as a configuration property of a processor, it was common to end up with a null 

reference exception during hydration. To get around this, the developer needed to make sure to 

instantiate all classes in the constructor of their class. However, if a class that was not developed by the 

user was used as a configuration parameter, it was not possible to work around this, and this likely 

meant making their own proxy class. The has been fixed by always trying to instantiate the class if the 

parameter is null during hydration.  

Note: This only works for classes that have parameterless constructors. An error will likely still be 

displayed for classes that don’t have a parameterless constructor.  

This was addressed in 2.4.17.  

9 Known Issues 
The following are the known issues and/or open defects at the time of this release.  These issues will be 

addressed in a subsequent release or revision. 

9.1 Bug #149: File lock on processor assemblies 
After a user creates a new configuration through the portal, the SmartConnector service keeps the 

processor assembly file locked. In order to overwrite the assembly with a newer version, the 

SmartConnector service must be restarted. 


